Abstract-It's a long time that teaching Persian to foreigners has established its status as a technical major among other academic fields and in this regard various educational sources have been compiled and developed and Persian teachers apply new principles and methods of foreign language teaching in their classrooms. Meanwhile, findings of linguistics have undoubtedly had a significant influence on the development of teaching methods. One of the new linguistic approaches is cognitive approach. This article tries to examine the use of one of linguistic theories, i.e. mental spaces, in teaching Persian subjunctive mood. Foreign students of Shahed University were chosen in order to explore the effect of this concept on the learning and correct application of subjunctive mood. These students, in two groups of engineering and medicine, were studying Persian as their general course at Shahed University. The results of the study revealed that the use of mental spaces concept is effective and efficient for teaching subjunctive mood.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unfortunately, no research has been conducted on teaching Persian to non-native speakers using cognitive linguistic theories. With a short glance at the existing sources and methods of teaching Persian language, this article tries to introduce and investigate the application of cognitive linguistics in teaching subjunctive mood. Teaching subjunctive mood was chosen because writing and speaking skills of Persian learners, even those in advanced levels of language proficiency, show that they have difficulty in the comprehension and correct use of this mood.
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

A. Cognitive Linguistics and Second/Foreign Language Teaching
So far, extensive researches have been conducted regarding the effect of cognitive linguistics on second/foreign language teaching, and various books and articles have been published in this way, including Achard and Niemeier (2004) , Dirven and Verspoor (2004) , Putz, Niemeier and Dirven (2001) . Moreover, regarding cognitive approach to second language teaching, Ellis and Robinson (2008, p. 4-8) contend that based on cognitive linguistics, language is learned through usage.
Rod Ellis regards language teaching generally as a mental process and explains this subject in details (Ellis, 2008 a, p. 405). Many researches have also been conducted on the cognitive processes and strategies in learning and acquisition of second/foreign language (Oxford, 1990) Schmidt (1994) , Tomlin & Villa (1996) , VanPatten (1996) , Eysenck (2001), Gass (1997) , Ellis & Robinson (2008 b) .
Stating that the difference in form is used for showing the difference in function, and that form and function are interrelated, Gass and Selinker (2008, p. 206) have raised this question that how do language learners realize to use appropriate morphological markers with related verb? Then, referring to researches conducted on learning morphological markers, tense and aspects of verbs, they have come to the conclusion that first and second language learners are influenced mostly by semantic aspect of verbs or propositions, and that focus on meaning and impact of semantic meaning are very important in second language acquisition.
B. Modality and Subjunctive Mood
Every verb possesses features including tense, person, mood, aspect and voice. Each of these features has specific formal and semantic markers which explain their nature and function (Shafaee, 1984) .
C. Teaching Persian Subjunctive Mood to Foreigners
In different sources of Persian teaching, subjunctive mood has been taught to foreigners within separate sentences which consist of modal verbs such as xǎstan (want), tavănestan (can), dust dăštan (like), băyad (must), săyad (may be) etc. These sources have just merely discussed the formal differences between subjunctive mood and indicative mood, and the lexical meaning of modal verb used in the sentence. In these sources, imperative, compound and conditional sentences are taught separately and here too just the formal construction of protasis, apodosis, main clause and bound clause has been aimed at. In none of the sources, the attitude of the speaker of the sentence regarding the probability of occurrence of the verb, and effect of this attitude on mood choice is discussed. Moreover, since different kinds of compound sentences are taught separately and gradually, the meaningful relationship of mood choice in such sentences is ignored.
Persian teaching sources have dealt with the traditional teaching of moods, and have gradually taught subjunctive mood usage in simple and compound sentences. The relationship between such usages has been disregarded in all this sources.
In this article, major educational sources applied in different educational centers inside and outside Iran are examined. Since indicative mood has appeared gradually and in various units, and as the main topic of the article is devoted to teaching subjunctive mood, therefore, the subjunctive and imperative moods in sources are just dealt with. No article or research having specifically investigated this subject was found.
Saffar Moghadam
In General Persian (1) Main Structures (2003), Saffar Moghadam has presented subjunctive mood and present and past subjunctive in comparison to present indicative and with the use of modal verbs, and he has taught the use of this mood in compound and conditional sentences in later units. This method also appears exactly in four-volume series of
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Teaching Persian Language (2007). In both works, imperative verb is assumed to be constructed form the combination of prefix "be" and present stem.
Zarghamian
In the book titled Fast-to-Learn Persian language (2002) and three-volume series of Persian Language Teaching (2003), Zarghamian has taught constructing imperative mood by comparing present verb, (for example, to mixori (you sing. eat, indicative) → boxor (Eat!, imperative), shoma mixorid (you plu. eat, indicative) → boxorid (Eat!)) and in General Series of Persian Language, Basic Level, he has taught construction of the imperative verb through subjunctive mood (for example, băyad boxori (you sing. should eat) → boxor (Eat!), băyad boxorid (you plu. should eat) → boxorid (Eat!)).
In Fast-to-Learn Persian language, subjunctive mood, like all the other structures, is taught through dialogues and short questions and answers, and its morphological analysis is not discussed. In the three-volume series this trend is followed as well, and the morphological analysis of subjunctive present is also presented.
In General Series of Persian Language, Basic Level (2010), in addition to above-mentioned points, it is shown that subjunctive mood is used to express possibility, or probability, or desire for doing something.
Pournamdarian Pournamdarian (2007) has taught present subjunctive in unit six and unit eight, section three as well, past subjunctive in unit nine, section three, conditional sentences in unit ten, section three and imperative verb in unit twenty, section two. Concerning imperative verb, present and past subjunctive, he works on verb analysis. Pournamdarian believes imperative verb is the result of combining prefix "be" and present stem. He repeats this point exactly for present subjunctive, and views it as the outcome of the combination of prefix "be" and present stem, without referring to the differences and similarities between these two. He also considers past subjunctive as the combination of past participle and present subjunctive of the verb "budan (to be)". Providing no explanation about meaning or usage of mentioned moods, he introduces decontextualized examples in the form of separate sentences; at the end, some exercises have been given. This pattern is followed for teaching all grammatical structures.
Samareh
In his five-volume book, titled "AZFA", to teach subjunctive present and past, Samareh (1993) , like Pournamdarian depends on morphological analysis and considers constructing subjunctive present as the combination of prefix "be" + present stem + personal ending, and he regards subjunctive past as past participle of the main verb+ the subjunctive present of "budan (be)" verb, and he views imperative mood as "be" + present stem. In "AZFA" too, examples and exercises, followed by some practices are presented in individual and decontextualized sentences.
Ebrahimi Ebrahimi (2009) , in his "advanced writing (for non-Iranian language learners)," teaches various types of compound sentences, explaining how to combine two simple sentences with different conjunctions to construct new compound sentence, and he also describes the way to represent verb mood in various compound sentences. The point which was ignored by Ebrahimi and others is that this representation of moods in different sentences is regular. Through the gradual and separate presentation of compound sentences this regularity is disregarded.
III. THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS
A. Mental Spaces
One of the main theories proposed by cognitive linguists, especially Fauconnier (1985; ; Fauconnier & Sweetser (1996) ; Fauconnier & Turner (2002) is mental spaces theory. This theory is in fact parallel to possible worlds, which had been introduced by Leibnitz before. Recognition occurs through mental spaces in comparison to existing spaces in the real world, and a significant part of our cognition seems to materialize through comparison between mental spaces.
Mental spaces are very partial assemblies constructed as we think and talk, for purposes of local understanding and action. They contain in elements and are structured by frames and cognitive models. Mental spaces are constructed and modified as thought and discourse unfolds and are connected to each other by various kinds of mappings, in particular identity and analogy mappings. It has been hypothesized that at the neural level, mental spaces are sets of activated neuronal assemblies and that the connections between elements correspond to coactivation-bindings .
Under the mental space view, language comprehension and production involves the construction of hierarchically organized and interconnected cognitive domains, domains which are independent of language but which language depends on for the interpretation of meaning. Language is the superficial manifestation of these underlying, highly abstract cognitive constructions. Sentences give partial and underdetermined instructions for: the construction of domains; the subdivision or partitioning of information into different domains; the internal structuring of elements and relations within each domain; and the construction of connections between elements in different domains and connections between the domains themselves. These domains are referred to as mental spaces (Fauconnier 1985) .
Mental spaces correspond to "understandings" of a sentence within a context (Ibid). Mental spaces are very partial structures which may represent pictures, beliefs, hopes, stories, propositional attitudes, hypothetical realities, thematically or topically defined domains, quantified domains, situations located in time or space, etc...
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Each space is a partial representation of "some logically coherent situation or potential reality, in which various propositions are treated as true, objects are assumed to exist, and relations between objects are supposed to hold" (Dinsmore 1991:49).
As discourse is processed, new mental spaces may be built as a result of cues provided by space-builders, by grammatical markers such as tense and mood, or by pragmatic information. 'Space-builders' may take a variety of grammatical forms: prepositional phrases, connectives, complement taking clauses, etc... (for example: in the picture, in 1989, at school, from her point of view, if ___, Roger said ___, John believes ___, Mary hopes ___). In the absence of more explicit space-builders, tense and mood may cue construction of spaces. Spaces may also be built on the basis of implicit pragmatic cues. For example, a speech situation may implicitly set up a space for what is to be communicated between speaker and hearer. A space for the speaker's conception of reality, space R, is always constructed by default. Note that a space-building expression may also serve simply to relocate a space already constructed from the preceding discourse, in which case no new space is constructed (Cutrer, 1994 p.49-50). Fauconnier (1985, p.130 ) believes that one kind of space-builders is modal verbs.
According to mental spaces theory, three mental spaces can be thought of for choosing mood: the first is the one in which, from speaker's viewpoint, verb occurrence is inevitable, the second one is the one in which verb occurrence is not inevitable and speaker doesn't assure the listener about occurrence of the verb, and in the third mental space the speaker is sure that the verb occurrence is impossible and improbable. These three spaces can be called indicative/ inevitable spaces, subjunctive/possible spaces, and counterfactual/ impossible spaces respectively. In indicative space, indicative mood (different future tenses, indicative present, present continuous and different kinds of past (simple, continuous, perfect, present perfect) is used. In subjunctive space, subjunctive present and past tenses, and in improbable space, past continuous and past perfect are used. Therefore, "probability of occurrence" can be considered as the shared meaning of moods, and according to this shared meaning different mental spaces can be built.
B. A New Look at the Subjunctive Mood in Persian Language
By investigating Persian grammar sources, and construction and use of subjunctive mood, it can be stated that the use of subjunctive mood in Persian language is in fact speaker-based, and the speaker uses subjunctive mood when he thinks the probability of verb occurrence is not inevitable. This lack of inevitability in verb occurrence is shown by modal verbs and adverbs such as xăstan (want), tavănestan (can), dust dăštan (like), băyad (should), šăyad (maybe) etc…, but these markers don't exist in all sentences. The formal marker of the subjunctive mood in present subjunctive tense is the verbal prefix of "be", and for present indicative the prefix "mi" is used.
■ Ali be širăz mi(indicative prefix) ravad. Ali to Shiraz go (present indicative). ■ Ali šăyad be širăz be(subjunctive prefix) ravad.
Ali maybe to Shiraz go (present subjunctive). Subjunctive past tense is made of past participle of the verb plus present subjunctive of "budan (to be)" verb and indicates that speaker, before uttering the sentence, is doubtful about verb occurrence.
■ Ali be širăz rafte ast. (Ali has gone to Shiraz) Ali to Shiraz gone is (indicative). ■ Ali šăyad be širăz rafte bashad. (Ali may have gone to Shiraz) Ali maybe to Shiraz gone is (subjunctive). The speaker's lack of inevitability about verb occurrence in present and future tense is expressed by subjunctive present tense, and before uttering the sentence is expressed by subjunctive past. In short, the usage of present and past subjunctive can be classified as the following (it should be noted that in all the examples in which subjunctive mode is used, the speaker has constructed the sentence in the subjunctive mental space and is not sure about verb occurrence):
Subjunctive present tense:
The subjunctive present tense is used: 1. To express something as a recommendation or advice:  Behtar ast be pezešk morăje'e bekonid (present subjunctive tense). better is to a doctor refer. (You'd better see a doctor) In this sentence the phrase "behtar ast" acts as the space-builder and forms a subjunctive space in which occurrence of the verb "morăje'e konid" is not inevitable. If occurrence of the verb was inevitable, this sentence would be used:" šomǎ be pezešk morǎje'e mikonid (you see a doctor)".
2. To make a suggestion:  Miăy berim sinema? come (you) go (we) (present subjunctive) cinema? (Shall we go to cinema?) 3. Subjunctive present verb in the form of third person singular and plural in independent sentence indicates command or prohibition. In this kind of imperative sentence, the speaker assumes the high improbability of the listener not to obey his command and from speaker's opinion verb occurrence is not inevitable/ definite.  Ali fardǎ be madrese naravad. Ali tomorrow to school doesn't go (present subjunctive). (Ali, doesn't go to school tomorrow) Mother expected that Nader to Esfahan arrived (past subjunctive). (Mother expected that Nader had arrived Esfahan.)  Ǎnhă ehtemăl midahand ke bače-hă sorxak gerefte bǎšand. They probability give that children measles inflicted (past subjunctive). (They think it's probable that the children have been inflicted with measles.)  Fekr mikonid ke u hǎlǎ digar reside bǎšad? think (you) that he by now arrive (past subjunctive)? (Do you think he has arrived by now?)
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As it is seen in the examples, in all the sentences, modal verbs, which are a sign of using subjunctive mood of the main verb, aren't used. It is in such sentences that most language learners have problem in choosing mood. Subjunctive mood in different compound and simple sentences can be justified by the use of mental space concept. In general, Persian speaker assumes three mental spaces: indicative/inevitable, subjunctive/possible, and counterfactual/impossible mental space. In indicative mental space, the speaker believes that the verb of the sentence will occur and therefore he uses indicative mood. In the second mental space, the subjunctive space, the speaker believes that occurrence of the verb is not certain, thus applies subjunctive mood. In this space, there may be space-builders like modal verbs, the existence of which in the sentence helps the learner to correctly use the verb of the sentence in subjunctive form; But, as the examples show, not in all cases modal verbs are used in the sentences. The third mental space called counterfactual space, is the one in which the speaker is sure that the verb won't occur, so he applies two tenses of past continuous and past perfect such as  Ey kǎš fardă bǎ mă be širăz miămadi. wish tomorrow with us to shiraz went (you past continuous). (I wish you would come to shiraz with us tomorrow.)  Ey kăš diruz bă mǎ be shiraz amade budi. wish yesterday with us to shiraz went (you past perfect). (I wish you would have come to shiraz with us yesterday.)
C. The Experience of Teaching Subjunctive Mood to Persian Learners
As the researcher's experience of several years of teaching, and also research on learning subjunctive mood in foreign students in Iran show, learning this mood is too difficult for language learners. Most Persian learners have problem in choosing suitable mood for the sentence, particularly when there is no specific makers, like modal verbs as the maker of mood and grammatical tense, in the sentence.
For example, in completing a sentence like "Ǎnhǎ bǎyad fardǎ dar emtahăn . . . (šerkat kardan)" They should tomorrow in exam…… .(take part) (They should… in the exam tomorrow. (to take part)) language learners make use of the modal verb "bǎyad (should)" as a marker for using subjunctive mood, and the adverb "fardă (tomorrow)" as a marker for using present tense, and therefore they apply present subjunctive (šerkat konand (to take part)). However, they often have problem in completing a sentence like "emrooz ba'dazzohr miaee baham be cinema . . . (raftan (to go)),"
and, instead of present subjunctive (beravim (we go)), they usually use present indicative (miravim (we go)). This problem stems from the fact that moods and grammatical tenses of verb and usages of verb in different situations and contexts are presented gradually in textbooks and sources of Persian language teaching, in a way that the regularities of verb moods choice is ignored by teachers and language learners. Therefore, language learners face different kinds of compound sentences, in some of which indicative mood and in some others subjunctive mood is used, but the common point of these sentences is ignored by language learners, so they have to memorize various cases without finding a specific justification for them.
In the present study, subjunctive mood was taught to 30 foreign students (Arab speakers) of Shahed University. These participants were in two classes composed of 15 students (of medicine and engineering), and they were taking four-credit course of General Persian. Their language proficiency level was intermediate. At the beginning of the teaching, a pretest was given to the students. This test composed of two speaking and two writing passages with twenty blank spaces. With regard to the given infinitive, the participants were required to conjugate the verb and fill in the blanks. Ten verbs with indicative mood and ten others with subjunctive mood had to be inserted in the blanks.
The results of the pretest showed that language learners had guessed 89 percent of the indicative verbs correctly, but responses related to subjunctive mood revealed that the subjects of the study had problem in the comprehension and application of this mood and that just 23 percent of responses were correct. No significance differences were discerned between the results of the two classes.
After this stage, teaching subjunctive mood to the two classes started. A class was chosen as the experimental group (henceforth class no.1), and the other class as control group (henceforth class no.2). Using the concept of mental spaces and space-builder, the subjunctive mood in sentences with modal verb, in imperative sentences, and in probable conditional sentences were taught to the subjects during two sessions. In the following session, the use of subjunctive mood in sentences expressing a request or a suggestion was taught and then the use of subjunctive mood in compound sentences was illustrated in three sessions. In the same vein, above-mentioned sentences were taught to the subjects of the control group. For this group, however, educational content existing in different textbooks was chosen and, like educational sources, focus was more on the formal construction. All the sentences were presented to the language learners in the context of speech or written text. An example of the use of mental spaces in the sentences is given here:
1. lăzem ast ke xǎnom-e Părsǎ ham be injă mi-ǎyad. necessary is that Mrs Parsa too to here come (present indicative). (It is necessary that Mrs. Parsa come here.) 2. lăzem ast ke ǎqă-ye Nǎderi ham be injă bi-ǎyad.
(necessary is that Mr Nǎderi too to here come (present subjunctive). It is necessary that Mr. Naderi come here as well.)
3. lăzem bud ke ǎqă-ye Nuri ham be injǎ mi-ămad.
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necessary was that Mr Nuri too to here come (past progressive (impossible)). (It was necessary that Mr. Nuri come here.)
These three sentences are instances of subjective compound clauses in which bound clause plays the role of the subject of the main clause. Main clause "lăzem ast" (It is necessary) be considered as a space-builder which builds a new space. This space-builder can form three types of spaces:
* Indicative space * Subjunctive space * Counterfactual space Indicative space represents a definite scenario in which the speaker is sure about occurrence of the verb and shows this certainty through indicative mood. Subjunctive mood shows a probable scenario and in this space the speaker believes that the verb would probably occur. In counterfactual space, the speaker represents failed scenario, and by applying impossiblele mood (grammatical tenses of past progressive and past perfect) shows that there is no possibility for the verb occurrence. These three spaces are recognizable in sentences 1-3 above.
In sentence (1) the verb "mi-ǎyad" possesses indicative mood and shows that speaker is sure about the occurrence of Mrs. Parsa's coming.
In the sentence(2) the verb "bi-ǎyad" has a subjunctive mood, is in present tense and shows that the speaker considers "Mr. Naderi's coming" as a probable occurrence.
Sentence (3) As it is shown, in these three spaces, mood is the indicator of space type, and a space-builder can form different spaces: indicative space in which the possibility of verb occurrence is inevitable, subjunctive space which shows that verb occurrence is probable, and impossible/counterfactual space which shows that verb occurrence is unlikely. In each of these spaces moods act as a meaningful grammatical category, and indicative space, subjunctive space and counterfactual space are represented by indicative, subjunctive and impossible moods respectively.
The sentences were given to the students within a speaking text. In this text which was about an official meeting, a clerk was talking with his boss about the presence of three of the participants in the meeting. By using these three sentences in the speaking context, the teacher explains that the first sentence shows the indicative mental space of the speaker; Because he is sure about Mrs. Parsa's coming, and in response to the question "why is Mrs. Parsa coming to the meeting?" he says: "it is necessary that she is coming". Speaker's assurance of verb occurrence is shown by indicative mood.
In the second sentence, the speaker believes that Mr. Naderi's coming is not definite; therefore, his mental space is the possible space in which he applies subjunctive mood. In the third sentence, the speaker is sure that Mr. Nuri won't take part in the meeting, but assumes his presence as necessary. Hence the speaker means to express impossibility of Mr. Nuri's coming. This sense is represented in impossible space and with past progressive tense.
Language learners learn the subjunctive mood usage through comparing these spaces, the elements inside them and identity connections between elements, and also through representing different moods in the spaces.
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In the control group, subjunctive mood in different sentences and texts was taught without presenting the concept of mental spaces. After teaching and giving different spoken and written practices, both groups received a post-test about tense and moods of the verbs in Persian language, and the results regarding subjunctive mood were examined.
The post-test consisted of a writing text with ten blank spaces, two dialogues, each having five blanks, ten multiplechoice questions and ten incomplete compound sentences. Language learners were supposed to fill in the blanks with appropriate mood and tense, and complete the compound sentences according to the given infinitive. In general, language learners were required to choose or conjugate 40 verbs. In ten cases of these verbs, modal verbs were used in the sentences. Since, modal verb helps the learner to use subjunctive mood appropriately, no significant differences were discerned between experimental and control group. The experimental group answered 94.6 percent of the sentences correctly and the control group 86.6 percent thereof. The experimental group had 142 correct answers, i.e. 94.6 percent, and the control group had 129 correct answers, i.e. 86 percent of 150 questions.
The frequency table (Table. 1) and percentage table (Table. 2) relating to sentences with modal verbs is presented below: In the rest thirty cases, which included twenty-two various compound sentences and eight simple sentences indicating a suggestion or accepting a suggestion, wish, blessing, being in limbo and hesitation, subjects of the two groups answered rather differently. In general, experimental group answered correctly to 89.3 percent (402 correct answers out of 450 questions) and 70.4 percent (317 correct answers out of 450 questions) of the questions were answered correctly by the control group.
The frequency table (Table. 3) and percentage This difference between correct answers shows the positive effect of applying mental spaces theory in teaching subjunctive mood in Persian language. This is because of the fact that language learners familiar with mental spaces better understood the concept of mood in general (speaker's attitude to the soundness and truth of the speech), and mood usage in different sentences, and were better able to choose mood in various sentences. This result could be discerned in speaking skill of the students, because the experimental group outperformed control group in appropriate use of subjunctive mood and faced less problems in constructing compound sentences.
IV. CONCLUSION
Learning subjunctive mood is usually problematic for non-native Persian learners. Even advanced learners have difficulty in applying subjunctive mood. The present article dealt with mood choice in compound and simple sentences according to mental spaces theory, and with teaching mood based on mental spaces. The participants of the study consisted of students of Shahed University of Tehran, who all had the same mother tongue (Arabic) and their language proficiency were considered as intermediate. After administration of the pretest and getting equal results, during six sessions, subjunctive mood was taught to the experimental group using mental spaces theory and to the control group without using this theory. Throughout these sessions language learners got familiar with subjunctive mood usage in various simple and compound sentences.
The results showed that those language learners who learned subjunctive mood by using the concept of mental spaces of the space-builders, and the probability of occurrence (as the central meaning of different moods), had a better performance in realizing and applying appropriate mood in various sentences. This demonstrates the positive effect of cognitive linguistics concepts and its theories on second language teaching. Moreover, Persian learners of the control group were better able to produce sentences the verbs of which expressed an impossible action (what the author calls impossible mood). Accordingly, by using this theory, the teacher can show the regularity of mood choice in various compound sentences in Persian language, and present a documentary justification for each choice, thus, learners can realize mood in Persian language with less probability of error.
